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alicia is a rising star in the legal field
and her high-profile cases have earned
her the nickname the good wife. in the

season 4 opener, alicia defends a
former acquaintance accused of

gunning down a corrupt judge (who has
been the subject of a 60 minutes piece).
she and her client, tara knowles (played
by amber tamblyn), are released on bail

and meet at a local bar. she tries to
convince her client to go back to trial;
he refuses and leaves. alicia also tries
to convince her father, alan shore, that

he should step in to prevent his wife
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from being fired. meanwhile, delroy
lindo plays a crusading attorney who is
about to get very heated with alicia. it's

a busy, fun episode. in the season 4
opener, peter is concerned that his wife

is having an affair with zach florrick.
after he ends their affair, peter tells

alicia that he plans to make a move on
florrick. she tells him to not do it and

that she is no longer attracted to him. in
the season 4 finale, we find out that the
florrick firm is involved in a merger with
another law firm and that florrick, agos,

merril & skeens is now run by the
brilliant and christian slater (alicia and

florrick's ex-father-in-law). in the season
4 opener, peter and alicia's affair is
over. he tried to seduce her and she
turned him down. alicia is no longer

attracted to him and he finds this out. in
the season 4 finale, we find out that the
florrick family is getting back together.

alicia's father, the brilliant, arrogant and
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alan shore, is running for the
democratic nomination for governor of
illinois. the episode ends with peter's

closing argument. peter reveals that he
has created a website called

thegoodwife.com.
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